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Scope and Purpose 

The scope and purpose of this engagement was to provide actuarial review of the Wellmark 

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Iowa (Wellmark) individual market rate filings, SERFF Tracking 

Number WMIA-128754709 and WMIA-128746980, originally provided to Magnum Actuarial 

Group, LLC (Magnum) on November 8, 2012.  Wellmark has concurrently submi5ed filings for 

two major blocks of Individual market business and three much smaller blocks.  The two major 

blocks are 

• The Farm Bureau business, consis7ng of five pools, I through V,  sold by Farm Bureau 

agents and wri5en through an Iowa Group Associa7on contract. 

• The Direct and Independent Agent business, consis7ng of three sizable pools sold 

directly to consumers and by Independent Agents since 1996, wri5en on Individual 

contracts.  

This report concerns only Magnum’s review of the Farm Bureau business and two smaller 

blocks whose rates are 7ed to Farm Bureau rates- the mandated Basic and Standard plans 

contained in the SERFF filing numbers indicated above.  

We have submi5ed a separate report on our reviews of the other major and minor blocks, 

a5emp7ng to ensure that Wellmark has treated all five consistently where appropriate. 

These reports are intended to be used by the Iowa Insurance Division (IID) to support its work 

on this rate filing and may not be appropriate for other purposes and audiences.  

Recommenda�on and Findings 

We have reviewed the Wellmark rate filings and Assister files and the answers to a series of 

ques7ons we raised to clarify filing material.  
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Wellmark is reques7ng across the board rate increases of 13.3% for Farm Bureau pools I 

through V and for the Basic and Standard plans, to be effec7ve on April 1, 2013.  Because the 

requested increases exceed the HHS 10% threshold, we confirmed that Wellmark submi5ed 

Preliminary Jus7fica7on Parts I and II to CCIIO through HIOS.  Our review focused on the three 

criteria HHS has set for reasonableness: 

• Jus7fied - Is the request supported by sufficient data and explana7on? 

• Not discriminatory – Do the rates comply with Iowa Chapter 513C non-discrimina7on 

standards?   

• Not excessive - Do the projected loss ra7os comply with the relevant sec7ons of 

Chapter 513C, 191-36.10(2), and HHS regula7ons implemen7ng the PPACA?  

In dealing with the ques7on of reasonableness, we considered only applicable and relevant 

laws and regula7ons, not issues such as affordability and company profitability.  The report 

concludes with our analysis of the reasonableness of the request in that light.  Based on those 

criteria, the rate increase request by Wellmark is reasonable and we recommend approval. 

 

Responsible Actuaries 

Tom Keller, FSA, MAAA, FCA reviewed the above rate filing for completeness, data accuracy, 

projec7on methods and appropriateness of the projected rate increase.  Craig Magnuson, FSA, 

MAAA, FCA and Julie Wi5, FSA, MAAA, FCA provided suppor7ng analysis and peer review.  We 

are Partner level actuaries for Magnum and meet the qualifica7on standards as required by the 

American Academy of Actuaries.  We are available to provide any supplementary informa7on 

or answer any ques7ons that may arise in regards to this work product.  We have no conflicts of 

interest with either the IID or Wellmark. 

Sources of Data 

In conduc7ng the review, we relied on SERFF filings WMIA-128754709 and WMIA-128746980, 

the actuarial memorandum and cer7fica7on from Wellmark, and the answers from Wellmark 

on ques7ons to examine issues not covered in the other material. (See Exhibit 1). 

 

We have not audited or verified the data and other informa7on in these submissions.  If the 

underlying data or informa7on is inaccurate or incomplete, the results of our analysis may 

likewise be inaccurate or incomplete.  We performed a limited review of the data used directly 

in our analysis for reasonableness and consistency and have not found any material defects.  If 
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there are material defects in the data, it is possible that they would be uncovered by a detailed, 

systema7c review.  Such a review was beyond the scope of our assignment.  

 

Jus�fied - Informa�on Sufficiency Test 

Between the original filing material and the responses to ques7ons and addi7onal Informa7on 

shown in Exhibit 1, Wellmark provided informa7on sufficient for Magnum to independently 

determine whether the proposed rates are discriminatory or excessive. 

Non-Discrimina�on Test 

Iowa Chapter 513C prescribes certain non-discrimina7on criteria to be applied to Individual 

premium rates and calls for annual cer7fica7on by the Company’s actuary.  Because the Farm 

Bureau business is wri5en on a Group Associa7on vehicle, Wellmark has not had to file rates, 

cer7fica7on, or rate increase requests in the past. 

With this filing, Wellmark submi5ed a complete set of rate tables and an actuarial cer7fica7on 

sta7ng that “the rates comply with the rate restric�ons in Iowa Code §513C and Iowa 

Administra�ve Code 195-7.6(1).” 

The IDI has instructed us to accept this cer7fica7on as adequate demonstra7on that rates pass 

the non-discrimina7on requirement, so we have not tested the rates that Wellmark submi5ed 

with the filing. 

 

Magnum's Analysis of the Pool I through V Filing – Not Excessive Test 

Magnum's analysis focused on two ques7ons: 

• Do we believe that Wellmark’s projected loss ra7o for this block of business will be 

equivalent to at least an 80% MLR, the 2013 threshold for Individual market MLR 

rebates in Iowa? 

•  If so, will Wellmark’s cumula7ve experience, past and projected, comply with Iowa’s 

regulatory life7me loss ra7o standards? 

 

Projected MLR 

Under the exemp7on granted to Iowa by HHS, the Individual MLR rebate threshold was 75% in 

2012 and will be 80% in 2013. 
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The requested increases would go into effect 4/1/2013 on all policies, regardless of original 

issue date.  Wellmark an7cipates that all policies will receive new rates on 1/1/2014, when new 

set of PPACA-related rate regula7ons go into effect. (See Exhibit 1, Magnum Ques7on 9.) 

Wellmark’s actuarial memorandum thoroughly explains and documents the series of 

calcula7ons it used to determine the rate increases that it maintains would yield an 85.66% loss 

ra7o, in aggregate, on the Farm Bureau business during the 7me these rates would be in effect. 

With the data Wellmark provided, Magnum was able to independently project this loss ra7o. 

Our process was similar, but differed in several respects: 

• Wellmark used a baseline experience period of 7/1/2011 through 6/30/2012 with claims 

runoff through 8/31/2012.  We used the same experience period with claims runoff 

through 9/30/2012, reducing the impact of IBNR reserve uncertainty in the projec7ons. 

• The claims trend is almost always the most important, and debatable, assump7on in 

pricing reviews.  Wellmark and Magnum take different approaches. 

o Wellmark looks at trends in average claims PMPM, which implicitly include the 

impacts of member aging and benefits changes.  To avoid double coun7ng these 

effects, Wellmark makes reasonable actuarial adjustments to the target loss 

ra7os it uses in the rate increase calcula7ons.  In Table 1, below, the first row 

shows Wellmark trend assump7ons that implicitly include these effects.  The 

next two rows show the adjustments and the fourth row shows what we’ve 

called Wellmark’s “pure” trend, our a5empt to show what trend would have 

been without aging and benefits changes.  

o Magnum looks at trends in the ra7o of incurred claims to premiums adjusted to 

the most current rate basis, i.e., the “on level” loss ra7o.  If the premium rate 

structure accurately reflects the differences in claims costs a5ributable to aging 

and benefits differences, assump7ons based on this approach should reflect 

“pure” trend.  The sta7s7cal basis for using these loss ra7os to set the trend 

assump7on explicitly a5empts to provide a best fit of model predic7ons to 

recent claims history. 

To decide which assump7ons to use in the “not excessive” test, we compared how well 

the two models would have predicted actual claims costs.  The charts below compare 

how well Wellmark’s and Magnum’s trend models would have predicted trailing twelve 

months of incurred claims over two different 7me frames – periods ending over the 

most recent one year and periods ending over the most recent two years.  In both 

instances, we started the Wellmark predic7on exactly equal to the first period’s actual 

incurred claims and then trended forward the average claims PMPM using the Wellmark 
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trend assump7ons in the first row of Table 1 below.  The Magnum model is based on a 

best fit over the most recent 24 months, so the star7ng points won’t necessarily match. 

The variances from actual under both approaches are very small, so both tracked actual 

experience very well.  However, visually, it’s clear that the Magnum model fits actual 

experience be5er and that Wellmark would have over-predicted claims by 1.0% to 1.5% 

by the end of the projec7on periods.  We applied the Magnum assump7on in the “not 

excessive” test. 
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The table below compares Wellmark’s and Magnum’s pure trend assump7ons and projected 

loss ra7os.  In aggregate, Wellmark’s and Magnum’s projected loss ra7os are only 0.11% apart. 
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Pool I Pool II Pool III Pool IV Pool V Total**

Wellmark  trend assumption 9.68% 9.68% 9.68% 11.12% 11.17% 10.94%

Wellmark aging adjustment -2.06% -2.06% -2.06% -2.14% -2.35% -2.23%

Wellmark benefits buydown adjustment 1.89% 1.89% 1.89% 1.89% 1.89% 1.89%

Wellmark implied pure trend adjustment* 9.45% 9.45% 9.45% 10.80% 10.61% 10.52%

Magnum pure trend assumption 11.11% 11.11% 11.11% 10.78% 9.87% 10.38%

Wellmark projected loss ratios 117.00% 77.58% 92.45% 93.91% 80.00% 85.66%

Magnum projected loss ratios 123.10% 83.18% 89.51% 92.65% 79.90% 85.55%

Magnum projected MLR*** 124.30% 84.38% 90.71% 93.85% 81.10% 86.75%

Cumulative loss ratios 1/1/2007 thru 6/30/2012 116.19% 83.64% 93.49% 96.81% 96.81% 90.09%

* = (1+Trend)*(1+Aging)*(1+Benefits)-100%

** Weighted by latest 12 months' Incurred Claims

*** Based on difference between Wellmark's Individual loss ratio and MLR in Iowa per Supplemental Healthcare Exhibit

Comparison of Wellmark and Magnum Assumptions and Projections

Table 1
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Wellmark has chosen to treat the five pools as a single pool for re-rate purposes, which is 

permissible under the PPACA provided that “1) the experience of all combined products has 

been pooled to calculate the rate increases; and, 2) the rate increase is the same across all 

combined products.” (Source: HHS’ Rate Review Instruc7ons Manual-Health Insurance Issuer 

Repor7ng Requirements)  Both Wellmark’s calcula7ons and Magnum’s independent analysis 

combined the experience of all five pools to project loss ra7os aUer an across the board 13.3% 

rate increase.  Based on Wellmark’s 2011 Iowa Individual market MLR adjustments, we would 

expect its MLR aUer this increase to be 86.8%. 

In our opinion, Wellmark’s request passes the future loss ra7o part of Iowa’s “not excessive” 

test.  

Cumula7ve Loss Ra7o Tests  

Iowa regula7on 191-36.10(2) states that Individual Medical rate increases must comply with 

both the future loss ra7o test and a life7me loss ra7o test that combines past and projected 

future experience.  Technically, this sec7on applies only to coverage wri5en under Individual 

contracts and the Farm Bureau business is wri5en under an Iowa Group Associa7on contract.  

However, in Bulle7n 12-01, the IDI says health insurance that “would be regulated as individual 

or small group market coverage if it were not sold through an associa�on is subject to rate 

review as individual or small group market coverage,” so a life7me loss ra7o test must be 

applied.  

The minimum life7me loss ra7o depends on the renewability provisions.  Farm Bureau coverage 

is provided under a Group Associa7on master contract.  Wellmark’s rights to cancel coverage 

on an individual most closely resemble those under an Individual Guaranteed Renewable 

contract, but it could cancel the master contract with fewer restric7ons than would be applied 

to a company deciding to non-renew a block of Individual business.  Consequently, we believe it 

is appropriate to apply the 60% minimum loss ra7o standard for Op7onally Renewable 

Individual Medical products. 

Table 1 above shows that the cumula7ve past and projected future loss ra7os for each pool are 

both well over 60% for each pool, so this request also complies with the life7me loss ra7o test.  

Magnum's Analysis of the Basic and Standard Filing – Not Excessive Test 

Iowa law specifies that rates for the Basic and Standard plans will be “the product of a basic and 

standard factor and the lowest rate available for issuance by that carrier or organized delivery      

system adjusted for ra�ng characteris�cs and benefits.”  Wellmark’s actuarial memorandum 

states that their “lowest priced plans available for sale a0er April 1, 1996 are the Farm Bureau 
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plans that have effec�ve dates beginning October 1, 2007,”  which would be the Pool V plans. 

We have confirmed that Pool V offers the lowest price plans and that the proposed increases 

for those plans are not excessive.   Because none of the factors applied to the “lowest rate 

available” have changed, we find that the proposed 13.3% increase for Basic and Standard 

plans is also not excessive under Iowa law and regula7ons. 

Conclusions 

Wellmark has requested a rate increase of 13.3% for the five Farm Bureau pools and Basic and 

Standard plans covered by these filings.  These changes are proposed to be effec7ve 4/1/2013 

through 12/31/2013.  The proposed rates meet the three criteria for reasonableness: 

• Jus7fied – Wellmark provided informa7on sufficient for Magnum to independently 

validate that the proposed rates are not discriminatory and the proposed increases not 

excessive.  

• Not discriminatory -   Per IDI instruc7ons, we have accepted Wellmark’s cer7fica7on 

that the rates comply with Iowa’s relevant non-discrimina7on standards. 

• Not excessive –We have independently confirmed that the proposed rates are likely to 

result in MLR’s in excess of 80% and cumula7ve loss ra7os well in excess of the Iowa 

minimum 60% for each pool. 

Consequently, Magnum believes that the Wellmark proposed rates and rate increases are 

reasonable.   

If you have any ques7ons, please do not hesitate to contact me.  My contact informa7on is 

below: 

Tom Keller FSA, MAAA, FCA 

828-665-3577 

Tom.keller@magnumactuary.co 
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Exhibit 1 

Magnum Ques�ons/Requests and Wellmark Responses 

 

The following Q and A between Magnum and Wellmark transpired via email: 

Magnum Ques�on 1 - The methodologies for determining the requested rate increases for the 

Farm Bureau and independent agent business appear to be virtually iden7cal.  Other than 

assump7ons such as trend and target loss ra7os are there any material differences you would 

like to bring to our a5en7on? 

Wellmark Response - Our methodologies for determining the requested rate increases for both 

blocks are virtually the same. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 2 - Are there any material differences underwri7ng, administra7ve 

prac7ces, and ra7ng structure you would like to bring to our a5en7on?  For example have you 

implemented rate increases on all policyholders on a common effec7ve for both blocks? 

Wellmark Response - This is the first year we have been required to file Farm Bureau.  There are 

no differences in underwri�ng or ra�ng structure.  There are differences administra�vely due to 

the fact that Farm Bureau is an Associa�on and therefore have different administra�ve costs.  

For example we have different commission tables for Farm Bureau.  All policy holders within 

each block have a common effec�ve date and all rate changes occur on that same effec�ve 

date. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 3 - The trend assump7ons are for both "based on...each block's historical 

trend experience."  Please provide the work papers and data used to develop assump7ons.  We 

assume the calcula7ons are reasonably detailed because the results are carried out to 

hundredths of one per cent.  We will be looking to see how dynamics, such as plan mix, 

demographic mix, and dura7on are (or are not) implicitly incorporated in the assump7ons. 

Wellmark Response - Trend Assump�on Calcula�ons are included in an a8ached Excel file (We 

discovered an error in the memorandum table for Farm Bureau’s trend assump�ons.  We had 

made changes to the administra�ve costs a0er the claim trend assump�ons had been 

calculated and therefore the “Average Calculated Rate Increases” should all be 0.10% lower in 

the trend assump�on table.   The last trend scenario in the table would therefore show a rate 
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increase of the requested 13.3% and not 13.4 %.).Magnum note: We received and reviewed this 

file, but have not included it in our report because we feel it represents proprietary intellectual 

property. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 4 - From the pa5erns of the trend assump7ons, lowest on the older pools, it 

seems likely that "underwri7ng wear-off" is included in the trend assump7ons.  Do the two Pool 

5 trend assump7ons an7cipate experience on new business that will be underwri5en and 

issued between now and 12/31/2013 or just the experience on business assumed to be in force 

as of some date?  If the la5er, as of what date? 

Wellmark Response -The trend assump�ons were calculated as averages of historical 

experience.  This historical experience includes experience for any new business underwri8en 

during the periods being averaged.  We are projec�ng similar amounts of new business for the 

future ra�ng period and therefore did not explicitly take it into account.  We could possibly be 

understa�ng trend in Pool 5 by doing this, as the same amount of new business will be a smaller 

percentage in the future with a growing block of business.  

 

Magnum Ques�on 5 - The trend assump7ons for Farm Bureau business are materially lower 

than for independent agent business.  Is that purely an ar7fact of the numbers or is there 

something about the nature of the products, risk, or providers that you believe accounts for 

these differences. 

Wellmark Response - This is the historical trend for the two blocks of business.  The products 

and providers are similar, and we have no reason to believe that they have dissimilar risk.  The 

only difference is that Farm Bureau, since it is an associa�on, has the ability to make changes to 

their products to try keep their trend down. Magnum note: Wellmark’s hypothesis could explain 

the difference because their average claims cost PMPM approach would have reflected more 

extensive benefits buydown. Under Magnum’s “on level” loss ra7o approach, the two were 

much closer. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 6 - When were the last policies issued in the various closed Farm Bureau 

and independent agent pools? 

Wellmark Response - As new pools opened the prior pools stopped issuing new business.  Pools 

1 and 2 were last issued prior to 1996, Pool 3 December 2000, Pool 4 September 2007 and Pool 

5 is s�ll newly issued. 
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Magnum Ques�on 7 - Within each block, the target loss ra7os are higher for the older pools.  Is 

there any reason besides commission structure for these pa5erns? 

Wellmark Response - This is true for both blocks due to the commission structure being a PCPM 

amount.  Therefore the % of Premium for commissions is lower among the higher cost blocks 

and can therefore target a higher loss ra�o to achieve the same target margin.  For the Farm 

Bureau Block we also apply the administra�ve costs as a PCPM so this allows us to target a 

significantly higher loss ra�o for their older pools compared to the Independent Agent Block’s 

older pools. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 8 - Comparing blocks, the target loss ra7os for the Farm Bureau business are 

higher than for independent agent business, par7cularly for the older pools.  Why? 

Wellmark Response - We have lower administra�ve costs built into the Farm Bureau Block 

compared to the Independent Agent Block.  This along with the administra�ve costs being built 

into the rates as a PCPM as described in the answer above creates significantly higher target 

loss ra�os for Farm Bureau’s older pools. 

Magnum Ques�on 9 - I would like you to confirm or correct my understanding of the 

appropriate midpoint to use for applying trend assump7ons: 

"The rate revisions requested will be effec�ve April 1, 2013 through December 31, 2013. The 

shorter 9 month ra�ng period is being applied to align plan year with the ra�ng period star�ng 

January 1, 2014." 

As I understand it, Wellmark applies rate changes to all members on a common date, not on 

member anniversaries.  That would mean that the relevant claims projec7ons for this increase 

would be claims incurred from 4/1/2013 through 12/31/2013 and claims incurred star7ng 

1/1/2014 would be under a new set of rates that reflect all of the ACA-related changes.  So the 

relevant midpoint for this rate review is 8/16/2013. Is this interpreta7on correct? 

Wellmark Response - correct 

Magnum Ques�on 10 - There are differences between the trailing twelve month loss ra7os as 

of 6/30/2012 shown in Appendix A of the actuarial memorandum and the same ra7os 

calculated using the Assister files.  We suspect that the Appendix A ra7os may be only for 

members s7ll in force as of 9/30/2012, the "paid thru" date.  Could you confirm this suspicion 

or provide the real explana7on for these differences?  Given how you, and we, set trend 
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assump7ons, we do agree that using the slightly lower loss ra7os on just the members who 

have not lapsed when you are doing the calcula7ons would be appropriate 

Wellmark Response - When we filled out the Assister files we ended up using the most current 

data at the �me, which ended up being more current data than we had used in our calcula�ons 

and therefore used in our Memorandum.  The data used for Appendix A in the Memorandum 

has claims run-out through 8/31/12 and the claims are completed from what our comple�on 

factors were at that point in �me.  For the Assister files the data has claims run-out through 

9/30/12 and the claims are completed from what our comple�on factors were at that point in 

�me. 

 

We also looked at the experience of our term individuals vs remaining and the difference isn’t 

that significant.  For the analysis period we looked at, by removing the term individuals from the 

Independent Agents’ experience the loss ra�o actually increased 0.56% and when removing 

them from Farm Bureaus’ experience the loss ra�o decreased 1.73%.  We decided to use the 

experience period as is, because when seGng our trend assump�ons from trend experience new 

and term business are both included in our historical experience.  We do not an�cipate a 

significant difference in new our term individuals compared to historical and therefore decided 

to leave our experience claims as is. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 11 - If we are interpre7ng Appendix A correctly, we should be able to 

calculate the projected loss ra7o for each pool under the requested rate increases 

as
(������		)

(������	��)
× Line	6  and that should be the same as the projected loss ra7o from Part C of the 

Rate Summary Template, unless the projected experience periods for the two are different, 

e.g., one ends 12/31/2013 and the other 3/31/2014.  Is that the issue here? 

 

Wellmark Response - These won’t �e out together.  Our loss ra�os in the appendix include a 

service fee for pool 5 which is not included in the base rate itself.  The standard layout of the 

Rate Summary Template doesn’t allow for the addi�on of this service fee, so therefore this 

service fee is not included in the Rate Summary Template.  Also, since Line 8 is the needed 

increase by pool a0er adjus�ng for aging and benefit buy-downs, the target loss ra�o used in 

your calcula�on above should be the target loss ra�o before adjus�ng for both of these 

assump�ons.  Therefore, the equa�on 
(������		)

(������	��)
× ����	3  will provide the loss ra�os from the 

Rate Summary Template for each pool except for Pool 5.  If you increase the premium for Pool 5 

in the Rate Summary Template by $9.25 PCPM you will then be able to �e the Appendix to the 

Rate Summary Template with the updated equa�on I supplied. 

 

Magnum note: We did confirm that this adjustment reconciled the two sources. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 12 - Appendix A of the actuarial memorandum and Part B of the Rate 

Summary Templates both show trend adjustments.  Comparisons are difficult because the 7me 
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frames and methods of applica7on are not the same.  The charts below are our a5empts to 

reconcile the two.  The differences are larger, so we suspect we don't fully understand what 

you're showing.  Please tell us what we're missing. 

Wellmark Response - Since the Rate Summary Template is a standard form, it doesn’t allow for 

adjustments like our aging impact and benefit buy-down.  Therefore these adjustments are 

thrown into trend on the Rate Summary Template file.  It takes 19.5 months to go from the 

midpoint of our experience period to the midpoint of the ra�ng period.  To �e out what was 

used in the Rate Summary Templates to what was used in the Memorandums it gets a li8le 

messy.  Part of it is that the Rate Summary Template forces the rerate period to be 12 

months.  We blended together our 19.5 months of trend along with our aging impact and 

benefit buy-down impact.  We then split this into a 9 month period of “trend” and a 10.5 month 

period of “trend”.  Now a0er reviewing the Rate Summary Templates, we should have applied 

the 9 months of “trend” to go from the experience period to the ra�ng period of 4/1/12-3/31/13 

and then 10.5 months to get to the ra�ng period 4/1/13-12/31/13.  However, it appears we 

flipped these trends around in the Rate Summary Templates.  There was also an adjustment 

that we had to do to in order to get the % amounts for each pool for the aging and buy-down 

impacts.  The %’s for these assump�ons are as a % of premium, and since we are applying them 

into a trend assump�on in the Rate Summary Template we had to adjust these %’s to be as a % 

of claims. 

 

To be8er illustrate here is a sample calcula�on for one of the pools: 

 

Independent Agents Pool 3: Trend Assump�on 5.9%, Benefit Buy-Down Assump�on 1.58%, 

Aging Assump�on -2.06%.  Again these last two %’s are as a percent of premium.  To get them 

as a percent of claims we will need to adjust them by the target loss ra�o.  Also since they both 

apply mul�plica�vely, I will calculate the benefit buy-down first and then calculate the aging % 

as a % of claims mul�plied by the buy-down assump�on. 

 

Buy-Down Assump�on: 1.58%/86.19% = 1.835% 

Aging Assump�on: -2.06%/(86.19%*1.01835) = -2.347% 

 

Trend, Buy-Down, and Aging from Appendix: 1.059^(19.5/12)*(1.0185)*(1-.02347) = 1.0917 

“Trend” from Rate Summary Template: 1.0483*1.0412 = 1.0915 

 

The above are really both equal, but I show them different due to rounding.  The two “trend” 

numbers used in the Rate Summary Template are 9 months and 10.5 months of the Trend, Buy-

Down, and Aging assump�ons used in the Appendix. 

 

Magnum note: We did confirm that this explana7on reconciled the two sources. 
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Magnum Ques�on 13 - The Farm Bureau actuarial memorandum says "This is the first 7me 

these blocks of business have needed to have rate increases filed for approval.  Therefore, not 

all of the historical experience for this business is available to be provided."  We know the 

Independent Agent blocks have been subject to review because we reviewed it last year.  Is the 

difference that the Independent Agent block is wri5en on true Individual contracts while Farm 

Bureau is under a Group Associa7on trust?  If so, in what state is the trust sited? The answer 

won't affect our recommenda7on; we just want to be accurate. 

 

Wellmark Response -  Farm Bureau is not a trust, but it is a Group Associa�on, so the rates have 

not been subject to approval in the past.  The policy is issued to the Farm Bureau Federa�on.  It 

is an Iowa contract. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 14 - I assume that Wellmark does not have the right to cancel coverage on 

individuals for other than the usual Individual GR reasons, but does have the right to cancel the 

master contract.  Is that correct?  

 

Wellmark Response - That is correct. 

Magnum Ques�on 15 - I've been trying to figure out a discon7nuity in our trend models and I 

finally no7ced that it is being caused by what appears to be a discon7nuity in the Assister file 

data.  Your exhibits say that all rate increases have been effec7ve on 4/1 and you have 

confirmed that you apply increases to all policies on the same date.  I would expect there be a 

dis7nct jump in premiums every April.  That has been the case every year, except 2010, when 

the jump occurred in May.  Did you actually wind up delaying implemen7ng the 2010 

increases?  I've reproduced the streams of premiums below 

Response Wellmark - Yes, we held off the increase in 2010 so the state could perform an 

external actuarial review.  This was the first for the state and was decided late into our renewal 

process.  Therefore we held off the increase for a month to allow �me for the review. 

IDI Response - In 2010, the Governor's order requiring outside review delayed the rate 

increase by one month...to May of 2010.   
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Scope and Purpose 

The scope and purpose of this engagement was to provide actuarial review of the Wellmark 

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Iowa (Wellmark) individual market rate filing, SERFF Tracking 

Number WMIA-128745549, originally provided to Magnum Actuarial Group, LLC (Magnum) on 

November 8, 2012.  Wellmark has concurrently submi4ed filings for two major blocks of 

Individual market business and three much smaller blocks. The two major blocks are 

• The Farm Bureau business, consis6ng of five pools, I through V, sold by Farm Bureau 

agents and wri4en through an Iowa Group Associa6on contract. 

• The Direct and Independent Agent business, consis6ng of three sizable pools sold 

directly to consumers and by Independent Agents since 1996, wri4en on Individual 

contracts.  

This report concerns only Magnum’s review of the Direct and Independent Agent business and 

the group conversion plans contained in filing WMIA-128745549.  We have a submi4ed 

separate report on our reviews of the Farm Bureau block and the Basic and Standard plans 

whose rates are 6ed to Farm Bureau rates to ensure that Wellmark has treated all five 

consistently where appropriate. 

These reports are intended to be used by the Iowa Insurance Division (IID) to support its work 

on this rate filing and may not be appropriate for other purposes and audiences.  

Recommenda�on and Findings 

We have reviewed the Wellmark rate filings and Assister files and the answers to a series of 

ques6ons we raised to clarify filing material.  

 

To:           Klete Geren, ASA and MAAA 

From:      Tom Keller, FSA, MAAA, and FCA 

Cc:           Craig Magnuson, FSA, MAAA, FCA, Julie Wi4, FSA, MAAA, FCA 

Subject:  Wellmark BCBS of Iowa:  WMIA-128745549 

Date:       January 10, 2013   
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Wellmark is reques6ng across the board rate increases of 12.2% for the Direct and Independent 

Agent pools III through V and the Blues Transi6ons Group Conversion policies, both to be 

effec6ve on April 1, 2013.  Because the requested increases exceed the HHS 10% threshold, we 

confirmed that Wellmark submi4ed Preliminary Jus6fica6on Parts I and II to CCIIO through 

HIOS.  Wellmark is not reques6ng any rate increases on two blocks that are too small to have 

credible experience – Direct and Independent Agent products sold before 4/1996 (26 members) 

and age-rated Group Conversion Comprehensive Major Medical (8 policies).  Our review 

focused on the three criteria HHS has set for reasonableness: 

• Jus6fied - Is the request supported by sufficient data and explana6on? 

• Not discriminatory – Do the rates comply with Iowa Chapter 513C non-discrimina6on 

standards?   

• Not excessive - Do the projected loss ra6os comply with the relevant sec6ons of Chapter 513C, 

191-36.10(2), and HHS regula6ons implemen6ng the PPACA?  

In dealing with the ques6on of reasonableness, we considered only applicable and relevant 

laws and regula6ons, not issues such as affordability and company profitability.  The report 

concludes with our analysis of the reasonableness of the request in that light.  Based on those 

criteria, the rate increase request by Wellmark is reasonable and we recommend approval. 

 

Responsible Actuaries 

Tom Keller, FSA, MAAA, FCA   reviewed the above rate filing for completeness, data accuracy, 

projec6on methods and appropriateness of the projected rate increase.  Craig Magnuson, FSA, 

MAAA, FCA and Julie Wi4, FSA, MAAA, FCA provided suppor6ng analysis and peer review.  We 

are Partner level actuaries for Magnum and meet the qualifica6on standards as required by the 

American Academy of Actuaries.  We are available to provide any supplementary informa6on 

or answer any ques6ons that may arise in regards to this work product.  We have no conflicts of 

interest with either the IID or Wellmark. 

Sources of Data 

In conduc6ng the review, we relied on SERFF filing WMIA-128745549, the actuarial 

memorandum and cer6fica6on from Wellmark, and the answers from Wellmark on ques6ons 

to examine issues not covered in the other material. (See Exhibit 1). 

 

We have not audited or verified the data and other informa6on in these submissions.  If the 

underlying data or informa6on is inaccurate or incomplete, the results of our analysis may 
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likewise be inaccurate or incomplete.  We performed a limited review of the data used directly 

in our analysis for reasonableness and consistency and have not found any material defects.  If 

there are material defects in the data, it is possible that they would be uncovered by a detailed, 

systema6c review. Such a review was beyond the scope of our assignment.  

Jus�fied - Informa�on Sufficiency Test 

Between the original filing material and the responses to ques6ons and addi6onal Informa6on 

shown in Exhibit 1, Wellmark provided informa6on sufficient for Magnum to independently 

determine whether the proposed rates are discriminatory or excessive. 

Non-Discrimina�on Test 

Iowa Chapter 513C prescribes certain non-discrimina6on criteria to be applied to Individual 

premium rates and calls for annual cer6fica6on by the Company’s actuary.  Magnum has 

verified previous Wellmark filings met Iowa’s non-discrimina6on requirements.  Properly 

applied, the requested 12.2% across the board rate increase would also meet those 

requirements. 

With this filing, Wellmark submi4ed a complete set of rate tables and an actuarial cer6fica6on 

sta6ng that “the rates comply with the rate restric�ons in Iowa Code §513C and Iowa 

Administra�ve Code 195-7.6(1).” 

The IDI has instructed us to accept this cer6fica6on as adequate demonstra6on that rates pass 

the non-discrimina6on requirement, so we have not repeated the spot check of the rates that 

Wellmark submi4ed with the filing. 

 

Magnum's Analysis of the Pool III through V Filing – Not Excessive Test 

Magnum's analysis focused on two ques6ons: 

• Do we believe that Wellmark’s projected loss ra6o for this block of business will be 

equivalent to at least an 80% MLR, the 2013 threshold for Individual market MLR 

rebates in Iowa? 

•  If so, will Wellmark’s cumula6ve experience, past and projected, comply with Iowa’s 

regulatory life6me loss ra6o standards? 
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Projected MLR 

Under the exemp6on granted to Iowa by HHS, the Individual MLR rebate threshold was 75% in 

2012 and will be 80% in 2013. 

The requested increases would go into effect 4/1/2013 on all policies, regardless of original 

issue date.  Wellmark an6cipates that all policies will receive new rates on 1/1/2014, when a 

new set of PPACA-related rate regula6ons go into effect. (See Exhibit 1, Magnum Ques6on 9.) 

Wellmark’s actuarial memorandum thoroughly explains and documents the series of 

calcula6ons it used to determine the rate increases that it maintains would yield an 82.34% loss 

ra6o, in aggregate, on the Direct and Independent Agent business during the 6me these rates 

would be in effect.  With the data Wellmark provided, Magnum was able to independently 

project this loss ra6o.  Our process was similar, but differed in several respects: 

• Wellmark used a baseline experience period of 7/1/2011 through 6/30/2012 with claims 

runoff through 8/31/2012.  We used the same experience period with claims runoff 

through 9/30/2012, reducing the impact of IBNR reserve uncertainty in the projec6ons. 

• The claims trend is almost always the most important, and debatable, assump6on in 

pricing reviews.  Wellmark and Magnum take different approaches. 

o Wellmark looks at trends in average claims PMPM, which implicitly include the 

impacts of member aging and benefits changes.  To avoid double coun6ng these 

effects, Wellmark makes reasonable actuarial adjustments to the target loss 

ra6os it uses in the rate increase calcula6ons.  In Table 1, below, the first row 

shows Wellmark trend assump6ons that implicitly include these effects.  The 

next two rows show the adjustments and the fourth row shows what we’ve 

called Wellmark’s “pure” trend, our a4empt to show what trend would have 

been without aging and benefits changes.  

o Magnum looks at trends in the ra6o of incurred claims to premiums adjusted to 

the most current rate basis, i.e., the “on level” loss ra6o.  If the premium rate 

structure accurately reflects the differences in claims costs a4ributable to aging 

and benefits differences, assump6ons based on this approach should reflect 

“pure” trend.  The sta6s6cal basis for using these loss ra6os to set the trend 

assump6on explicitly a4empts to provide a best fit of model predic6ons to 

recent claims history. 

To decide which assump6ons to use in the “not excessive” test, we compared how well 

the two models would have predicted actual claims costs.  The charts below compare 

how well Wellmark’s and Magnum’s trend models would have predicted trailing twelve 
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months of incurred claims over two different 6me frames – periods ending over the 

most recent one year and periods ending over the most recent two years.  In both 

instances, we started the Wellmark predic6on exactly equal to the first period’s actual 

incurred claims and then trended forward the average claims PMPM using the Wellmark 

trend assump6ons in the first row of Table 1 below.  The Magnum model is based on a 

best fit over the most recent 24 months, so the star6ng points won’t necessarily match. 

The variances from actual under both approaches are very small, so both tracked actual 

experience very well.  These comparisons show that the two models produce almost 

iden6cal predic6ons for the most recent year, but the Magnum model was bit more 

accurate over the two year 6me horizon.  We have used the Magnum assump6ons in 

our “not excessive” test.  
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The table below compares Wellmark’s and Magnum’s pure trend assump6ons and projected 

loss ra6os.  In aggregate, Wellmark’s and Magnum’s projected loss ra6os are only 0.57% apart. 
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Wellmark has chosen to treat the three pools as a single pool for re-rate purposes, which is 

permissible under the PPACA provided that “1) the experience of all combined products has 

been pooled to calculate the rate increases; and, 2) the rate increase is the same across all 

combined products.” (Source: HHS’ Rate Review Instruc6ons Manual-Health Insurance Issuer 

Repor6ng Requirements)  Both Wellmark’s calcula6ons and Magnum’s independent analysis 

combined the experience of all three pools to project loss ra6os aSer an across the board 

12.2% rate increase.  Based on Wellmark’s 2011 Iowa Individual market MLR adjustments, we 

would expect its MLR aSer this increase to be almost 83%. 

In our opinion, Wellmark’s request passes the future loss ra6o part of Iowa’s “not excessive” 

test.  

Cumula6ve Loss Ra6o Tests  

Iowa regula6on 191-36.10(2) states that Individual Medical rate increases must comply with 

both the future loss ra6o test and a life6me loss ra6o test that combines past and projected 

future experience.  

Pool III Pool IV Pool V Total**

Wellmark  trend assumption 5.90% 9.72% 10.85% 10.27%

Wellmark aging adjustment -2.06% -2.14% -2.35% -2.28%

Wellmark benefits buydown adjustment 1.58% 1.58% 1.58% 1.58%

Wellmark implied pure trend adjustment* 5.36% 9.07% 9.96% 9.46%

Magnum pure trend assumption 6.27% 11.50% 11.72% 11.39%

Wellmark projected loss ratios 85.71% 84.44% 81.21% 82.34%

Magnum projected loss ratios 75.32% 82.13% 82.09% 81.77%

Magnum projected MLR*** 76.52% 83.33% 83.29% 82.97%

Cumulative loss ratios 1/1/2007 thru 6/30/2012 84.92% 83.99% 81.28% 82.99%

* = (1+Trend)*(1+Aging)*(1+Benefits)-100%

** Weighted by latest 12 months' Incurred Claims

*** Based on difference between Wellmark's Individual loss ratio and MLR in Iowa per 

Supplemental Healthcare Exhibit

Comparison of Wellmark and Magnum 

Assumptions and Projections

Table 1
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The minimum life6me loss ra6o depends on the renewability provisions.  Direct and 

Independent Agents coverage is provided under Individual Guaranteed Renewable contracts, so 

the minimum life6me loss ra6o under 191-36.10(2) is 55%.  

Table 1 above shows that the cumula6ve past and projected future loss ra6os for each pool are 

both well over 55% for each pool, so this request also complies with the life6me loss ra6o test. 

Magnum's Analysis of the Blues Transi�ons Filing – Not Excessive Test 

Over the most recent twelve months of experience available, claims were 113.8% of premiums, 

adjusted to the most recent rate levels.  The same experience suggests that trend has slowed 

recently, aSer a year well over 10%.  As demonstrated in the chart below, group conversion 

claims trend tends to be much more vola6le and unpredictable than Pool III through V trend 

because it is much smaller and group conversion is much more exposed to an6-selec6on that 

can cause large claims spikes. 

 

Wellmark believes that Blues Transi6ons annual claims trend is likely to be about 19%.  We 

would assume trend closer to 11%.  Based on history, it could be anywhere from -5% to 25%.  

Wellmark proposes increasing Blues Transi6on rates by the same 12.2% it proposes to increase 
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Pools III through V, subsidizing the group conversions with the much larger Individual block. 

Even if Blues Transi6ons dropped to its all-6me low trend, claims would s6ll be more than 100% 

of premiums.  Consequently, we find that the 12.2% requested increase is not excessive. 

Conclusions 

Wellmark has requested a rate increase of 12.2% for Blues Transi6ons group conversions and 

the three Direct and Independent Agents pools covered by these filings.  These changes are 

proposed to be effec6ve 4/1/2013 through 1/1/2014.  The proposed rates meet the three 

criteria for reasonableness: 

• Jus6fied – Wellmark provided informa6on sufficient for Magnum to independently 

validate that the proposed rates are not discriminatory and the proposed increases not 

excessive.  

• Not discriminatory -   Per IDI instruc6ons, we have accepted Wellmark’s cer6fica6on 

that the rates comply with Iowa’s relevant non-discrimina6on standards. 

• Not excessive – We have independently confirmed that the proposed rates are likely to 

result in MLR’s in excess of 80% and cumula6ve loss ra6os well in excess of the Iowa 

minimum 55% for each pool. 

Consequently, Magnum believes that the Wellmark proposed rates and rate increases are 

reasonable.   

If you have any ques6ons, please do not hesitate to contact me.  My contact informa6on is 

below: 

Tom Keller FSA, MAAA, FCA 

828-665-3577 

Tom.keller@magnumactuary.com 
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Exhibit 1 

Magnum Ques�ons/Requests and Wellmark Responses 

 

The following Q and A between Magnum and Wellmark transpired via email: 

Magnum Ques�on 1 - The methodologies for determining the requested rate increases for the 

Farm Bureau and independent agent business appear to be virtually iden6cal.  Other than 

assump6ons such as trend and target loss ra6os are there any material differences you would 

like to bring to our a4en6on? 

Wellmark Response - Our methodologies for determining the requested rate increases for both 

blocks are virtually the same. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 2 - Are there any material differences underwri6ng, administra6ve 

prac6ces, and ra6ng structure you would like to bring to our a4en6on?  For example have you 

implemented rate increases on all policyholders on a common effec6ve for both blocks? 

Wellmark Response - This is the first year we have been required to file Farm Bureau.  There are 

no differences in underwri�ng or ra�ng structure.  There are differences administra�vely due to 

the fact that Farm Bureau is an Associa�on and therefore have different administra�ve costs.  

For example we have different commission tables for Farm Bureau.  All policy holders within 

each block have a common effec�ve date and all rate changes occur on that same effec�ve 

date. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 3 - The trend assump6ons are for both "based on...each block's historical 

trend experience." Please provide the work papers and data used to develop assump6ons. We 

assume the calcula6ons are reasonably detailed because the results are carried out to 

hundredths of one per cent.  We will be looking to see how dynamics, such as plan mix, 

demographic mix, and dura6on are (or are not) implicitly incorporated in the assump6ons. 

Wellmark Response - Trend Assump�on Calcula�ons are included in an a4ached Excel file (We 

discovered an error in the memorandum table for Farm Bureau’s trend assump�ons.  We had 

made changes to the administra�ve costs a8er the claim trend assump�ons had been 

calculated and therefore the “Average Calculated Rate Increases” should all be 0.10% lower in 

the trend assump�on table.   The last trend scenario in the table would therefore show a rate 
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increase of the requested 12.2% and not 13.4 %.).  Magnum note: We received and reviewed 

this file, but have not included it in our report because we feel it represents proprietary 

intellectual property. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 4 - From the pa4erns of the trend assump6ons, lowest on the older pools, it 

seems likely that "underwri6ng wear-off" is included in the trend assump6ons. Do the two Pool 

5 trend assump6ons an6cipate experience on new business that will be underwri4en and 

issued between now and 12/31/2013 or just the experience on business assumed to be in force 

as of some date?  If the la4er, as of what date? 

Wellmark Response -The trend assump�ons were calculated as averages of historical 

experience.  This historical experience includes experience for any new business underwri4en 

during the periods being averaged.  We are projec�ng similar amounts of new business for the 

future ra�ng period and therefore did not explicitly take it into account.  We could possibly be 

understa�ng trend in Pool 5 by doing this, as the same amount of new business will be a smaller 

percentage in the future with a growing block of business.  

 

Magnum Ques�on 5 - The trend assump6ons for Farm Bureau business are materially lower 

than for independent agent business.  Is that purely an ar6fact of the numbers or is there 

something about the nature of the products, risk, or providers that you believe accounts for 

these differences. 

Wellmark Response - This is the historical trend for the two blocks of business.  The products 

and providers are similar, and we have no reason to believe that they have dissimilar risk.  The 

only difference is that Farm Bureau, since it is an associa�on, has the ability to make changes to 

their products to try keep their trend down.  Magnum note: Wellmark’s hypothesis could 

explain the difference because their average claims cost PMPM approach would have reflected 

more extensive benefits buydown. Under Magnum’s “on level” loss ra6o approach, the two 

were much closer. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 6 - When were the last policies issued in the various closed Farm Bureau 

and independent agent pools? 

Wellmark Response - As new pools opened the prior pools stopped issuing new business.  Pools 

1 and 2 were last issued prior to 1996, Pool 3 December 2000, Pool 4 September 2007 and Pool 

5 is s�ll newly issued. 
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Magnum Ques�on 7 - Within each block, the target loss ra6os are higher for the older pools. Is 

there any reason besides commission structure for these pa4erns? 

Wellmark Response - This is true for both blocks due to the commission structure being a PCPM 

amount.  Therefore the % of Premium for commissions is lower among the higher cost blocks 

and can therefore target a higher loss ra�o to achieve the same target margin.  For the Farm 

Bureau Block we also apply the administra�ve costs as a PCPM so this allows us to target a 

significantly higher loss ra�o for their older pools compared to the Independent Agent Block’s 

older pools. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 8 - Comparing blocks, the target loss ra6os for the Farm Bureau business are 

higher than for independent agent business, par6cularly for the older pools. Why? 

Wellmark Response - We have lower administra�ve costs built into the Farm Bureau Block 

compared to the Independent Agent Block.  This along with the administra�ve costs being built 

into the rates as a PCPM as described in the answer above creates significantly higher target 

loss ra�os for Farm Bureau’s older pools. 

Magnum Ques�on 9 - I would like you to confirm or correct my understanding of the 

appropriate midpoint to use for applying trend assump6ons: 

"The rate revisions requested will be effec�ve April 1, 2013 through December 31, 2013. The 

shorter 9 month ra�ng period is being applied to align plan year with the ra�ng period star�ng 

January 1, 2014." 

As I understand it, Wellmark applies rate changes to all members on a common date, not on 

member anniversaries. That would mean that the relevant claims projec6ons for this increase 

would be claims incurred from 4/1/2013 through 12/31/2013 and claims incurred star6ng 

1/1/2014 would be under a new set of rates that reflect all of the ACA-related changes. So the 

relevant midpoint for this rate review is 8/16/2013. Is this interpreta6on correct? 

Wellmark Response - correct 

Magnum Ques�on 10 - There are differences between the trailing twelve month loss ra6os as 

of 6/30/2012 shown in Appendix A of the actuarial memorandum and the same ra6os 

calculated using the Assister files.  We suspect that the Appendix A ra6os may be only for 

members s6ll in force as of 9/30/2012, the "paid thru" date.  Could you confirm this suspicion 

or provide the real explana6on for these differences?  Given how you, and we, set trend 
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assump6ons, we do agree that using the slightly lower loss ra6os on just the members who 

have not lapsed when you are doing the calcula6ons would be appropriate 

Wellmark Response - When we filled out the Assister files we ended up using the most current 

data at the �me, which ended up being more current data than we had used in our calcula�ons 

and therefore used in our Memorandum.  The data used for Appendix A in the Memorandum 

has claims run-out through 8/31/12 and the claims are completed from what our comple�on 

factors were at that point in �me.  For the Assister files the data has claims run-out through 

9/30/12 and the claims are completed from what our comple�on factors were at that point in 

�me. 

 

We also looked at the experience of our term individuals vs remaining and the difference isn’t 

that significant.  For the analysis period we looked at, by removing the term individuals from the 

Independent Agents’ experience the loss ra�o actually increased 0.56% and when removing 

them from Farm Bureaus’ experience the loss ra�o decreased 1.73%.  We decided to use the 

experience period as is, because when seFng our trend assump�ons from trend experience new 

and term business are both included in our historical experience.  We do not an�cipate a 

significant difference in new our term individuals compared to historical and therefore decided 

to leave our experience claims as is. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 11 - If we are interpre6ng Appendix A correctly, we should be able to 

calculate the projected loss ra6o for each pool under the requested rate increases 

as
(������		)

(������	��)
× Line	6  and that should be the same as the projected loss ra6o from Part C of the 

Rate Summary Template, unless the projected experience periods for the two are different, 

e.g., one ends 12/31/2013 and the other 3/31/2014.  Is that the issue here? 

 

Wellmark Response - These won’t �e out together.  Our loss ra�os in the appendix include a 

service fee for pool 5 which is not included in the base rate itself.  The standard layout of the 

Rate Summary Template doesn’t allow for the addi�on of this service fee, so therefore this 

service fee is not included in the Rate Summary Template.  Also, since Line 8 is the needed 

increase by pool a8er adjus�ng for aging and benefit buy-downs, the target loss ra�o used in 

your calcula�on above should be the target loss ra�o before adjus�ng for both of these 

assump�ons.  Therefore, the equa�on 
(������		)

(������	��)
× ����	3  will provide the loss ra�os from the 

Rate Summary Template for each pool except for Pool 5.  If you increase the premium for Pool 5 

in the Rate Summary Template by $9.25 PCPM you will then be able to �e the Appendix to the 

Rate Summary Template with the updated equa�on I supplied. 

 

Magnum note: We did confirm that this adjustment reconciled the two sources. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 12 - Appendix A of the actuarial memorandum and Part B of the Rate 

Summary Templates both show trend adjustments.  Comparisons are difficult because the 6me 
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frames and methods of applica6on are not the same.  The charts below are our a4empts to 

reconcile the two.  The differences are larger, so we suspect we don't fully understand what 

you're showing.  Please tell us what we're missing. 

Wellmark Response - Since the Rate Summary Template is a standard form, it doesn’t allow for 

adjustments like our aging impact and benefit buy-down.  Therefore these adjustments are 

thrown into trend on the Rate Summary Template file.  It takes 19.5 months to go from the 

midpoint of our experience period to the midpoint of the ra�ng period.  To �e out what was 

used in the Rate Summary Templates to what was used in the Memorandums it gets a li4le 

messy.  Part of it is that the Rate Summary Template forces the rerate period to be 12 

months.  We blended together our 19.5 months of trend along with our aging impact and 

benefit buy-down impact.  We then split this into a 9 month period of “trend” and a 10.5 month 

period of “trend”.  Now a8er reviewing the Rate Summary Templates, we should have applied 

the 9 months of “trend” to go from the experience period to the ra�ng period of 4/1/12-3/31/13 

and then 10.5 months to get to the ra�ng period 4/1/13-12/31/13.  However, it appears we 

flipped these trends around in the Rate Summary Templates.  There was also an adjustment 

that we had to do to in order to get the % amounts for each pool for the aging and buy-down 

impacts.  The %’s for these assump�ons are as a % of premium, and since we are applying them 

into a trend assump�on in the Rate Summary Template we had to adjust these %’s to be as a % 

of claims. 

 

To be4er illustrate here is a sample calcula�on for one of the pools: 

 

Independent Agents Pool 3: Trend Assump�on 5.9%, Benefit Buy-Down Assump�on 1.58%, 

Aging Assump�on -2.06%.  Again these last two %’s are as a percent of premium.  To get them 

as a percent of claims we will need to adjust them by the target loss ra�o.  Also since they both 

apply mul�plica�vely, I will calculate the benefit buy-down first and then calculate the aging % 

as a % of claims mul�plied by the buy-down assump�on. 

 

Buy-Down Assump�on: 1.58%/86.19% = 1.835% 

Aging Assump�on: -2.06%/(86.19%*1.01835) = -2.347% 

 

Trend, Buy-Down, and Aging from Appendix: 1.059^(19.5/12)*(1.0185)*(1-.02347) = 1.0917 

“Trend” from Rate Summary Template: 1.0483*1.0412 = 1.0915 

 

The above are really both equal, but I show them different due to rounding.  The two “trend” 

numbers used in the Rate Summary Template are 9 months and 10.5 months of the Trend, Buy-

Down, and Aging assump�ons used in the Appendix. 

 

Magnum note: We did confirm that this explana6on reconciled the two sources. 
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Magnum Ques�on 13 - The Farm Bureau actuarial memorandum says "This is the first 6me 

these blocks of business have needed to have rate increases filed for approval.  Therefore, not 

all of the historical experience for this business is available to be provided."  We know the 

Independent Agent blocks have been subject to review because we reviewed it last year.  Is the 

difference that the Independent Agent block is wri4en on true Individual contracts while Farm 

Bureau is under a Group Associa6on trust?  If so, in what state is the trust sited?  The answer 

won't affect our recommenda6on; we just want to be accurate. 

 

Wellmark Response -  Farm Bureau is not a trust, but it is a Group Associa�on, so the rates have 

not been subject to approval in the past.  The policy is issued to the Farm Bureau Federa�on.  It 

is an Iowa contract. 

 

Magnum Ques�on 14 - I assume that Wellmark does not have the right to cancel coverage on 

individuals for other than the usual Individual GR reasons, but does have the right to cancel the 

master contract.  Is that correct?  

 

Wellmark Response - That is correct. 
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